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Subject: CIA and FBI Compliance After 9/30

Body:

I suggest that we meet with CIA after they have filed their Final Declaration of Compliance (due September 1, 

next Tuesday) so that we can formalize, in an MOU, their outstanding JFK Act obligations. My hope is to draft 

an MOU, based on the compliance statement and your input, that we could present to the CIA at the meeting. 

I would like the MOU to describe , as specifically as possible, the remaining records/work to be done by CIA. I 

suggest Septemeber 4, next Friday, for the meeting. I would also suggest that we do it at CIA so that we can 

see preceisely what documents have yet to be placed into the JFK Collection. Bob and Michelle-- Can you see 

if Barry is available on September 4 and ask whether CIA wants to have someone from CIA General Counsel's 

office present.I would like to do the same with FBI the following week. Kevin -- Can you see if the FBI can meet 

with us the following Thursday or Friday (September 10 or 11).This is the approach I would like to take, but if 

you have any other thoughts or ideas please let me know. If for any reason, you think the FBI or CIA would be 

resistant to an MOU, let me know so we can consider a possible alternative strategy. I would like us to 

collectively agree on how we best document and enforce what the CIA and FBI have to do after September 30.
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